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microsoft flight simulator x (with sp1 & sp2, acceleration pack), fsx: steam edition
or lockheedmartin prepar3d v1/v2windows xp / vista / 7 / 83.0 ghz processor (intel

core2duo advised)2 gb ram (4 gb advised)3d graphic card with at least 512 mb
(1024 mb advised)net framework 3.5 or higher (using aerosoft-launcher)download-

size: 2 gbinstallations-size: 3.2 gb avsim gold star award, avsim.comconlusion
byavsim.com:once again another high performance commercial add-on scenery

from aerosoft. hi-res realistic scenery of the famous italian airport of milano
malpensa (literally the "nordic mine"). with its imposing mountains and jetty that

leads to the airport, you really experience the unforgiving environment of the
nordics. the scenery comes in three languages and the usual avsim modeller is

required. at the moment, the scenery is divided into two packages; the exact same
thing for the p3d and the p3dv4.the scenery is available as a download or as an
installer, and you need to use the aerosoft launcher to install the scenery. the

scenery is completly free and works on all major platforms (windows xp, vista, 7
and 8) and runs on a 3.0 ghz intel core2duo processor and 512 mb of ram and of

course the net framework 3.5 or higher. you cannot install it in any other way, since
it requires.net 3.5. the installation takes some time to download and install,

depending on your internet connection, and the scenery is between 2 and 3 gb in
size, so it will take some time before you start playing. the scenery is available only

for the windows platform, sorry linux users!the scenery is very high quality,
featuring 360 panoramic photos in hi-res and the most detailed 3d runway and

more, including small details such as a fences, a stopline and the stairs to get on
the runway.this scenery can be used either for private, single player or multiplayer
purposes, and it is compatible with fsx: steam edition, fsx steam acceleration pack,

and the original microsoft flight simulator x. by the way, it will work for all your
friends playing with you. on the external model, the original version (the p3d and
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p3dv4) includes one cargo door instead of two, and some aspects were changed in
the models since it was replaced by the proper fefa model. however, it is not a big

disadvantage, the scenery is still wonderful. read review
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if you have already purchased the previous version new york airports x at aerosoft
shop, you receive 25% discount on the purchase of the new version 2. please enter
your order number of the old version in the voucher field at the checkout as shown
in the following example:as14136-xxxxxxexample:your order number: 123456 (old

shop) or 1234567 (new shop)valid upgrade code: as14136-123456 or
as14136-1234567if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
the wilga x has become an icon of the aerosoft shop, as this is a really well made,

uncomplicated and cheap product. it is set up for a wide range of users. the aircraft
is suited for multiple aircrafts from virtually any manufacturer. the aircraft is rather
large, but with a broad range of different directions and ways of approaching the
airport. i flew mine as a large airliner and in this configuration, the aircraft has a
very impressive performance. the sound of the aircraft is booming and pleasant

and certainly makes flying fun. the detail of the aircraft is amazing for a simple and
inexpensive product. it is a must for your hangar. the scenery is not as spectacular
as the previous product. many airliners are not suited for the area and the fact that

the sceneries is not fully suited for realism also should not be neglected. the
aerosoft discus has been create with help from schempp-hirth and without a doubt

it is the first true high end glider add-on for fs. from the flight model that is near
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perfect (do note we never used these words for any product before) to the high
detail modeling, its a product without rivals and without precedent. 5ec8ef588b
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